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President’s Message
Greetings! We
hit the ground
running as my
presidency
began forming
a task force
to look at the
Dr. Liz Papineau
structure of
our House of
Delegates, along with our current
committees and councils. We have
some councils that have sat empty
for years, and it is time for a change.
As I thought about what would
be the most helpful and relevant
now, I was reminded of a course I
attended in Chicago last August by
Dr. Steve Shepard, who studies
the inner workings of generational
theory (think Baby Boomers, Gen-X,
Millennials, etc), and how it correlates
to organized dentistry.
Dr. Shepard concentrated his
presentation on Millennials, but why?
Over the last five years, Millennials
have increased in our association’s
membership by about the same
amount as Baby Boomers have
decreased, while Gen-X has stayed
about the same. He basically said,
whether you like them or not, they
are here to stay. This is not just true
for our association, but also our
practices. Yes, they are our newer
members (and leaders), but they
are also our newer employees and
patients. That doesn’t mean the other
generations don’t matter anymore,
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just that there will be changes in
trends that we shouldn’t be scared
of, but embrace and try to work with.
This may make us change how we
think about our association structure,
and how we gain and retain members.
So, what makes Millennials different
than their predecessors? Think of
Millennials as social, group-decision
makers and collaborators. It is more
important for them to work together
to solve a problem than to get credit
for solving it. Millennials want you to
share your experiences with them.
They want you to be available to
ask questions or bounce ideas off
of you. Technology is a lifestyle, and
not optional. In our association, this
means it may be as simple as asking
a Millennial to join the group, that
may be all they are looking for. Jody
Cameron was also able to listen to
a similar webinar from Dr. Shepard,
and we discussed these trends with
our membership council. We are
working on new ways to engage and
communicate with our members.
Another change coming down the
pipeline is the issuance of a new
Medicaid Request for Proposal
(RFP), with possible changes to an
integrated medical/dental model
and more than one contractor. The
change is inevitable, but we are
trying to get ahead of it and make
our concerns known. Dr. Jessica
Meeske, Dr. Scott Morrison,
David O’Doherty, and myself met

to discuss our concerns and took
those to DHHS last month. We have
also met with different potential
contractors, and will continue to do
so as we move forward. Nebraska
dentists have been disenchanted
with Medicaid over the past few
years with RAC audits, non-covered
wisdom tooth extractions, poor
reimbursements, reduction of the
annual cap, and the list goes on.
We are working with DHHS to point
out these concerns so that moving
forward, we can help create a system
that is beneficial to the dentist and
the underserved patients in our
state. On a positive note, there
will be a 10% increase in the fee
schedule, and removal of the annual
cap. A small change for now, we
will continue to advocate for bigger
changes in the future.
That’s a lot of talk about change…
and people don’t like change, but I
think with a good group effort, we
can take on some of these challenges
and make a better outcome for our
association. I’m a Millennial (didn’t
realize that until Dr. Shepard’s
presentation and really didn’t want to
admit it), but I can see now that I am
definitely a group-oriented problem
solver. I want to lean on the group for
advice and tackle these new changes
together, and I look forward to doing
that with the NDA!
Sincerely,
Liz Papineau
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Annual Session

Embassy Suites - In Person!!

Above: Hall of Fame receipient Dr. Henry
St. Germain with Dr. Merlyn Vogt. Below:
Outstanding Young Professional recipient
Dr. Abbey Krienke with Dr. Melanie
Steckelberg.

2022-2023 Board of Trustees: Dr. Carolyn Taggart-Burns - President-Elect, Dr. Aubry
Monnier - Speaker of the House, Dr. Jessica Meeske - Vice President, Dr. Liz Papineau
- President, Dr. Melanie Steckelberg - Treasurer, Dr. Gene Giles - Secretary, Dr. Emily
Willett, ADA Delegate, Dr. Monte Zysset - Immediate Past President.
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Awards Luncheon
ADA Life Members and 50 Year Honorees

Drs. Jeffrey Howard, Paula Harre, Dennis Anderson, Thomas
Beeson, Charles Craft and Mary Cash.

Drs. Julie Marshall, Marty Matz, Scott Morrison, Ken Pedersen and
Todd Pedersen.

Drs. Richard Brunmeier, Timothy Calkins, Lonnie Flagtwet, Bruce
Hanson and Jay Hansen.

Drs. Mitchell Henry, Jill Hild, Timothy Jacobs, Gayle Knoll, Kenneth
Tusha, Sonya Kummer and Rex Kumpf.

Drs. Jimmie Pinkham, Perry Rosenau, Donal Scheidel, Merlyn Vogt,
Christopher Waters and Robert Wilson.

50 Year Honorees - Drs. Michael Kleppinger, Fred Tafoya, Charles
Wilcox and Jack Wesch
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Advocacy
ADA 10th District Trustee
Advocacy
continues to be
one of, if not the
most, important
benefit that
members
mention when
evaluating
American Dental
Dr. Scott Morrison
Association
(ADA) member benefits. Advocacy is
essential for maintaining dentistry as a
profession and for supporting what is
best for dentists and patients.
All too often, the decisions that are
made as to what the ADA advocates
for are not from the thoughts of our
rank and file grass roots members.
While it may be necessary that the
decisions what to advocate for take
place at a higher level, the grass roots
members should be well informed of
the issues and the details of those
issues that the ADA has chosen for
a particular year’s advocacy efforts.
The ADA advocates on many issues
on behalf of all dentists and patients.
Below are summaries of four of the
issues deemed a priority for this year.
Ensuring Lasting Smiles Act (ELSA):
ELSA would require all private group
and individual health plans to cover
medically necessary services resulting
from a congenital anomaly or birth
defect. The Center for Disease
Control states that birth defects
affect 1 in 33 newborns in the United
States each year. While many of
these abnormalities may appear
cosmetic, they in fact impair a patient’s
physical functionality. Many insurance
companies consider these services to
be cosmetic, and while they may cover

the preliminary surgeries, insurers will
deny or delay follow up or corrective
procedures, including dental work
related to the anomaly. ELSA would
allow coverage to include inpatient
and outpatient care and reconstructive
services and procedures, as well
as adjunctive dental, orthodontic,
and prosthodontic support. This bill
specifically exempts cosmetic surgery.
I mention this advocacy initiative first,
as the ADA has had the most success
with it to date as it has seen successful
passage of a bill through the United
States House of Representatives.
Medicaid Dental Benefit Act of 2021
A long standing lack of focus on
adult oral health care by Federal
and State governments has created
a patchwork of coverage by State
Medicaid Programs. Less than one half
of the 50 States provide “extensive”
dental coverage for adults within
their State Medicaid Programs. The
remaining States offer limited benefits,
emergency only coverage or nothing
at all for adults. Adult Medicaid is
not a Federal requirement. Ensuring
that States provide comprehensive
dental services for adult Medicaid
beneficiaries is a sound economic
investment. As Medicaid oral health
coverage opens the door to regular
care in more appropriate and cost
effective settings, fewer people will
turn to emergency departments to
relieve dental pain. Poor oral health
also creates social and economic
barriers that prevent many low income
adults from economic advancement.
Eliminating these barriers will generate
additional savings and empower
people to pursue better job and
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careers. This legislation will be the
toughest for ADA to accomplish.
Dental and Optometric Care
Access Act of 2021
Currently, patients are being impacted
by provisions in dental and vision
insurance plans that dictate how much
a doctor may charge a plan enrollee
for services that are not “covered”
by the plan. The ADA has partnered
with the American Optometric
Association to advocate for legislation
that would prohibit dental and vision
insurance plans from setting the fees
that network doctors may charge for
services not covered by the insurers.
Even though 44 State governments
have taken action to address this
situation, many dental and vision
plans are federally regulated (ERISA
plans) which results in the insurers
claiming that they are exempt from the
impact of State laws. ERISA plans are
approaching 50 percent of the dental
insurance market place. This legislation
is narrowly drawn to apply only to
dental and vision plans regulated by
the Federal government and would
not interfere with a State’s ability to
maintain and enforce its own insurance
laws and regulations.
Student Loans and Post Graduate
Educational Debt
Graduate student debt has been rising
for decades. It has risen to the point
that today new dentists with debt
are starting their careers owing on
average $305,000 in educational debt.
With this kind of indebtedness, some
college students may not consider
the return on investment favorable for
continued on page 9.
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From the Trenches
Dental Insurance Reform
First, thank
you to the 84
NDA members
who filled out
the Dental
Insurance
Reform Survey
in April.
David J. O’Doherty

The results
of the Survey
are displayed in the chart below. The
information and related comments
were critical in forming the discussion
we had with the Nebraska Attorney
General’s office on June 7th.
Statutory Enforcement
Why the need for a meeting with the
Attorney General’s office? As the
chart below demonstrates, we already
have laws on the books governing
insurance companies interaction with
dental offices . . . its just not being
enforced. Our 10 year saga with noncovered services - the leading issue in
the survey - is proof of that.
The ADA State Government Affairs
office has been working with states
to address statutory enforcement of
dental insurance laws.
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Paul
O’Connor
from the ADA
and Dusty
Brighton, a
consultant
working with
Attorneys
General from
Doug Peterson
all over the
U.S., joined Dr. Scott Morrison,
NDA Legislative Chair and myself in
our meeting with Doug Peterson,
Nebraska’s Attorney General.

Dr. Morrison and Paul O’Connor
explained that dental insurance really
isn’t insurance, but a dental benefit
plan, much like a gift card. Dusty
Brighton explained his experience
with the A.G. in Mississippi that
will be getting involved in statutory
enforcement.
The lack of enforcement of laws on
the books continues to disrupt the
relationship between dentist and
patient, as the patient believes what
the EOB is showing instead of what
the state law says.

The ADA created the two page State
of Dental Insurance in Nebraska
summary handout that you see on
pages 7 & 8. We were quite fortunate
to be speaking directly to A.G.
Peterson instead of being handed off
to one of many attorneys within the
A.G.’s office.
I was able to explain the long history
we have had with non-covered
services since 2010, including
examples of EOBs showing the
inequity of being forced to accept a
low fee for a higher priced procedure
. . . that is still happening today, even
though we have a law that prevents it.

I was encouraged that AG Peterson
asked to keep my copy of two
EOBs sent in by NDA members, that
showed an implant crown and implant
bridge - and the insurance company
changing the code, then showing that
the patient did not owe the higher
balance. His comment toward the end
of the meeting was that the situations
we were describing were really
consumer protection issues.
I’m hopeful that this meeting will lead to
more dialogue with the A.G.’s office and
enforcement of laws we fought hard to
enact on behalf of our members.
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Dental Insurance Reform

Meeting with Nebraska’s Attorney General

State of Dental
Insurance in Nebraska
A summary of dentists’ most pressing insurance
concerns as shared in a 2022 survey.

Challenges with dental insurance companies take away dentists’
time and resources, interrupting their work to provide quality dental
care for their patients. The Nebraska Dental Association (NDA)
recently surveyed its member dentists about the challenges they
experience with insurance companies. The findings and testimonies
below demonstrate how insurance companies are skirting current law
to the detriment of patients and the dentists who serve them.

93%
OF DENTISTS SAY THEIR PRACTICE
HAS HAD OR IS HAVING AN ISSUE
WITH THIRD-PARTY PAYERS

Priority Enforcement Issues for Nebraska Dentists
Non-Covered Services/Capped Fees
Insurers offer benefit plans to employers or
individuals which often do not cover every oral
healthcare service. Dentists’ fees for services not
covered by plans are often capped by insurers. By
Nebraska law, plans should not be able to cap fees
on services they do not cover.
Furthermore, a dental plan may not allow benefits
for all treatment options. A least expensive
alternative treatment (LEAT) provision is a limitation
found in many plans which reduces benefits to the
least expensive of other possible treatment options
as determined by the benefit plan design, even
when the dentist and patient agree that a particular
treatment is in the patient’s best interest.
“Insurance companies are still downgrading to
amalgam and then the Explanation Of Benefits does
not show what the patient portion should be when
taking into consideration the approved fee and the
downgrade…EOBs are misleading to patients.”

84%

Prompt Payment on Clean Claims
Dentists are not being paid in a timely manner,
which may be in violation of the law. Nebraska’s
Health Care Prompt Payment Act requires insurers
to pay clean claims within 30 days for electronic
claims and 45 for non-electronic claims. Insurers
use various methods to slow payment processes,
requiring dentists to jump through administrative
hoops to get paid. The law is meant to ensure
reasonable payment timelines with minimal
administrative hassles. The intent is far from
reality. Rather than focusing on patient care,
dentists report having to manage multiple and
unnecessary payment delays that only bolster
insurers’ bottom line at the expense of patient
care. Greater compliance with this law would
improve patient care in the long run.
“What bothers me is that Insurance companies can
ask for refunds for what seems like years but will
not make payments on claims that are over 6
months old.”

MORE THAN 4 IN 5 DENTISTS EXPERIENCE
ISSUES WITH NON-COVERED SERVICES
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Dental Insurance Reform
Network Leasing
Without network leasing laws, heath care
transparency suffers. Because leased networks
operate “silently,” dentists and patients can’t
determine coverages and discounts. This erodes
patient-dentist trust, which can lead to
assumptions in treatment plans and costs based
on a false understanding of patient coverage.
Without protections in law, the PPO contracting
entities can include dentists in an agreement
without their knowledge or consent, forcing them to
comply with various terms, conditions and fee
schedules to which they had no opportunity to
negotiate or accept/reject.
“The network leasing and general vagueness of
PPO contracts is a huge problem.”

38%
OF DENTISTS EXPERIENCE ISSUES RELATED TO
NETWORK LEASING

Virtual Credit Cards
Nebraska law prohibits insurers from restricting claim
payments to methods that charge dentists a transaction
fee. Insurers are required to provide a non-fee option.
But dentists report that in practice they are forced to
accept electronic payments or spend time repeatedly
requesting other methods of payment to avoid fees.
“Several insurance companies continue to send virtual
credit cards despite our repeated requests to only send
paper checks.”
“Every quarter some insurance companies kick back to
virtual credit cards and then my staff has to call and rerequest again as well as get the payments in check or
EFT form.”

61%
OF DENTISTS EXPERIENCE ISSUES RELATED TO
VIRTUAL CREDIT CARDS

Testimonies from Nebraska Dentists
The dentists who participated in our survey
expressed how difficult and unmanageable their
relationships with insurance providers have become.
Large insurers are using their power to intervene in
both patient care and the dentists’ practices.
“The new fee schedule has an average of 60% write
off. Some of these fees are lower reimbursements
than Medicaid. It is not financially possible for us
to treat these patients and be able to keep our
doors open.”
“[Insurance company] only gives us 90 days for a
“clean claim submission.”…There are multiple
reasons that issues can take longer to resolve. If
they deny the claim the office is expected to write
off the entire claim. I'm tired of insurance
companies not doing what they are paid to do and
that is to correctly process claims.”
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“Upcoding is fraud, but down coding and bundling
[by insurance companies] are perfectly acceptable
apparently.”
“Rejection of claims for bogus reasons hurts my
practice.”
“We have been having the most issues with claims
submitted for [deep cleanings] and crowns and/or
bridges being non-paid and then down coded…with
the explanation going out to the patients that the
treatment did not meet the criteria – which puts
doubt in the patient's mind as to whether or not
they really needed the treatment.”
“The network leasing and general vagueness of
PPO contracts is a huge problem.”
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ADA 10th District Trustee
Continued...
pursuing a career in dentistry. This legislation will
provide fair and reasonable ways to help offset the
unprecedented levels of educational debt that new
dentists face upon graduation. The Student Loan
Refinancing Act provides multiple opportunities for
the refinancing of Federal loans and ensures that
refinanced interest rates are fixed to protect against
rate hikes.
Resident Education Deferred Interest Act
(REDI Act)
This legislation allows medical and dental residents
to automatically defer payments on Federal
educational loans until after their residency programs
are completed. The legislation also provides for
suspending the accrual of interest on educational
loan amounts during the residency period.

ADA Life Members Not Pictured - Drs. Catherine Alley, Jon Asbjornson,
Joseph Bavitz, Judith Belitz, David Berkheim, Thomas Blankenau,
Thomas Bolt, David Brockman, Stephen Bush, Kimberly Bush, Mark
Bush, Mark Chase, Susan Christensen, Jeff Clarke, Kelly Conway, Michael
Dowd, Bernard Dudzinski, Darrell Ebke, Steven Ecklund, John Engel,
Robert Ferguson, Gary Flower, Thomas Fritsch, Jerome Gradoville, Janet
Guthmiller, Kristine Harris, Robin Hattervig, Gregory Havelka, Michael
Hecox, Alan Hergenrader, Mark Hinrichs, Robert Hogan, Douglas
Hohman, Brad Hoppens, Kort Igel, Timothy Jacobs, James Jenkins,
James Jirovec, Elizabeth Johnson, Maurice Kersenbrock, Michael Knauss,
Michael Knott, Bruce Kuhn, Stuart Lacey, Mark Latta, Marty Lewis,
Elizabeth Loseke, Daniel Maas, Stephen Mancuso, Jeffery Markt, Paul
Maxwell, James McCaslin, Kimberly McFarland, MichaelMeyer, Kenton
Neuhaus, Scott Olson, Scott O’Neil, Mark Panneton, Cassandra Pietrok,
Teresa Poorman-Maaske, Richard Reichenbach, Barbara Ries, Greg
Samuelson, Michael Schaff, Michael Schilmoeller, Robert Schoettger,
Matthew Severin, Timothy Sheehan, Charles Sintek, Joseph Skradski,
Frank Sleder, Mark Smith, Kenneth Spanel, Richard Stacey, Steven
Stec, Philip Strevey, David Swanson, Morgan Tyner, Thomas Weber, Terri
Wheeler, Anne Williamson, Wade Zersen.
50 Year Honorees Not Pictured - Drs. Lewis Abrahams, John
Ahlschwede, William Corcoran, Fred Diedrichsen, Ralph Dwornik, Walter
Fahey, Richard Fitzgerald, Michael Fleming, Robert Glandt, Richard
Johnson, David Jones, Lawrence Kelley, Edward Lockwood, John Lott,
Hany-Anwar Makkawy, David Manary, Max Martin, Paul Maxwell, Howard
Miller, Dennis Nilsson, John Pantalone, Ronnie Simmons, Richard Wade,
Richard Webb.
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So if you’ve come this far maybe you are willing to
go a little further. If you are not already signed up
to receive ADA legislative alerts, and you should be
because you truly are concerned with maintaining
dentistry as a profession and supporting what is
best for dentists and patients, then follow these
few simple steps: access ada.org; select Advocacy
from the menu icon; scroll down to Legislative
Action Center and click on Take Action; scroll down
to Subscribe to Email Update, enter your email
address and click Sign Up. Once you are signed up,
you will start receiving legislative updates and will on
occasion be asked to add your name to a prepared
letter related to a particular piece of pending
legislation. These letters can be sent as prepared
or you can edit the letter as you see fit. The letters
are automatically forwarded to your U.S. Senators
or House of Representative member as appropriate
once you click send. Easy and effective, as each of
your voices matters. So please sign up today and
add your voice in support of dentistry.

Respectfully submitted
Scott L. Morrison, DDS, MS
10th District Trustee
morrisons@ada.org.
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In Memory
The NDA would like to extend its sincere sympathy to the family of Dr. George
Strassler of LaVista who passed away on February 6, 2022, Dr. Gene Osborne of
Lincoln who passed away on February 14, 2022, Dr. Charles Anderson of Lincoln
who passed away on May 22, 2022, and Dr. John Lott of York, Nebraska, who
passed away on June 21, 2022.

Experts in Treating Orofacial Pain
We collaborate with you to provide high
quality care and achieve the best outcome for
your patients.
Send
o
rals t
Refer
Fax #
00
47-42
402-5

Conditions We Treat
TMD/TMJ
Limited Mandibular Depression
Headaches - Neck Pain
Disc Displacement
Treatment Options
Jaw Specific Exercises
Advanced Manual
Therapy Techniques

Diana Schwahn
PT, ATC, MA, CFC

360 N. 114th St.
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Dr. Gabriela Vogel
DPT, CEAS, CFCE

omaharehabguru.com

Dry Needling

Call or Text 402-740-8400
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Classifieds
FOR SALE: Newly merged dental company has
used dental and general office equipment for
sale from previous 6 independent clinics. Please
contact Aaron Madsen, Clinic Administrator of
Prairie Meadows Dental, PC at 402-641-2509
(C), 308-708-7970 (O), and/or amadsen@
pmdentalgroup.com for questions, pictures, and
in-person viewing. Everything is located in one
accessible storage suite in Kearney, NE. You ship
and haul. (Too much to list – tables, chairs, desks,
filing cabinets, A-Dec side and twelve o’clock
cabinets, dental chairs, RamVac Bulldog Vacuum
Pump & Otter Tank, RamVac Compressor, nonmedical compressors, model trimmers, whip mix,
Porter Sentinel manifold & regulators, various lab
equipment, IT equipment, BowFlex, décor, odds &
ends, etc.) Everything must go!

OPEN YOUR NEW PRACTICE IN A BRANDNEW DEVELOPMENT LOCATED IN TILDEN,
NEBRASKA. The 4 operatory room practice is
located just inside the Antelope County line which
qualifies one for tuition assistance. We are located
just 20 minutes from Norfolk, Nebraska and have
a new class C-2 school. There is city support and
assistance for opening your new office. There is
the possibility of equipment startup assistance
plus discounted rental to aid in startup. We also
have an existing practice within 30 minutes willing
to employ one while you build up your client list.
We have a dental hygienist wanting to join your
practice. Our local dentist retired after 35 years
during COVID, and he is willing to visit. Call with
any questions or concerns! Contact: Mary Dittrich
402-640-2540, Jerry Dittrich 402-640-0171.

ASSOCIATE DENTIST POSITION IN AMAZING
NEBRASKA COMMUNITY **$5000 Signing
Bonus** Our privately owned office is located
in Falls City, Nebraska- less than 2 hours from
Lincoln, Omaha or Kansas City. We might be in a
“small” town but we have all the big technology.
Dr. Kobza and his team provide comprehensive
dental care including RCT, implant placement,
cosmetic dentistry, full mouth rehabilitation and
Invisalign. We are a completely digital office with
a Kavo-Kerr CBCT, iTero scanner, digital x-rays
and the Gildewell Fastmill iO for in-office, same
day crowns. More importantly, our team is a very
tight-knit group of successful individuals that are
all motivated with a common sense of purpose.
We offer: Generous Base Pay + Commission,
Paid Holidays, PTO, Health Insurance, Family
Dental Benefits, IRA, Continuing Education, travel
opportunities AND a culture that can’t be beat.
Send resumes to marisa@kobzadental.com

GENERAL DENTIST AND SPECIALIST: Over the
past 45 years, Dental Associates has grown from
a one-chair-clinic to offering dental care across
Wisconsin with 14 clinics providing general
and specialty dentistry from Green Bay down to
Kenosha, WI. We offer the total compensation
package with a salary guarantee, incentive plan
and bonus opportunities. We have a robust patient
base, which leads to full schedules and higher

DENTIST NEEDED: Join the Nebraska
Department of Correctional Services! Full-Time
Positions in Lincoln and Tecumseh, Part-Time
Positions in Omaha and York. Pay based on
experience. Comprehensive in-house care. No
coding, no prior authorization requirements, no
billing, and no malpractice insurance necessary.
Excellent work-life balance with a Monday
through Friday schedule. Comprehensive benefits
include 156% matched 401K, Medical, Dental,
Vision, and Paid Vacation/Sick Leave, and 13
State of Nebraska Holidays. Eligible for PSLF
(Public Service Loan Forgiveness) and Tuition
Reimbursements for continuing your education.
NEW! 100% tuition assistance at any Nebraska
Community College for children of state
employees. To apply, please visit corrections.
nebraska.gov or contact Melissa Mendy melissa.
mendy@nebraska.gov (402) 805-7593.
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earning potential. Our team partners with you
to ensure you’re maximizing your potential by
adding profitable procedures to your mix. We’ll
work with you to obtain the necessary training –
often through in-house CE courses – to improve
production. Collaboration and mentorship set
us apart, with access to our exclusive in-house
network of doctors, specialists, and support
staff to push your practice to the next level. Our
leadership team is local and accessible. Did we
mention our owner is a practicing periodontist? He
understands what goes on in the clinic. He is also
located in Milwaukee, so he’s nearby if you need
him. If you are a general dentist or a specialist
and are ready for an exciting, stable career with a
growing company then we’re your choice. Contact
Katie Herman at kherman@dentalassociates.com
/ (920) 431-1705 or visit www.dentalassociates.
com/careers to learn more.
FOR SALE: Solo practice in the panhandle near the
Sandhills and the NE Pine Ridge area. Two hours to
Rapid City, South Dakota, and Scottsbluff, NE. This
is a successful fee for service practice since 1982.
Enjoy your work and your family! The only dentist
in town! Contact Kris Ferguson at 308-360-0508
or kris10ferguson@gmail.com.

What’s your practice worth?

Since 1968

Request a FREE MARKET VALUE ANALYSIS
www.AFTCO.net
|
800.232.3826
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contact your local ppp agent today!

a dental practice insurance policy
that works as hard as you do
Professional Liability
General Liability
Practice Property Co#erae
Employment Practices Liability
Cyber Liability

Harold Diers
A Division of B&B Protector Plans, Inc.
agent@hdiers.com
(800)-444-1330
www.protectorplan.com

